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OVERVIEW: EBP’S GUIDELINES SERIES  
 
The Housing Development Consortium of Seattle-King County (HDC) launched its Exemplary Buildings Program 
(EBP) as a regional collaborative effort targeting nothing less than transformation of the affordable housing 
market. Why? Because the interrelated crises of climate change, equity, and housing demand both boldness and 
urgency. We believe it’s possible to create equitable access to healthy, safe housing that is both affordable and 
ultra-efficient. The EBP task force has defined a comprehensive set of recommended performance standards 
and building practices designed to reduce the overall premium (the additional costs of implementing ultra-
efficiency) to the point where the premium may be financed through the operational savings generated. These 
resources are available at exemplarybuilding.housingconsortium.org. 
 
EBP’s Design Charrettes. Meeting those performance goals depends on broad engagement and a relentless 
focus on best practices. Both of those were featured in the design charrettes EBP convened soon after launch. 
Each interactive session brought together recognized thought and practice leaders in the target technical areas: 
Balanced Ventilation with Heat Recovery; Water Heating, Distribution, and Management; Early Integrative 
Design; Solar Integration; and Wall Assemblies. Charrette participants, including experts from the EBP task force, 
rigorously sifted through current and emerging technologies, analyzing each in the context of changing 
construction practices and local construction culture, the Puget Sound region’s marine climate, codes and 
regulations, and cost. 
 
EBP’s Guidelines Series. Each charrette produced a set of practical guidelines—such as those presented in 
this document—to support teams early in their design and pricing efforts, helping them to streamline the 
process of building exemplary buildings. The path to achieving cost efficiency includes standardization, training, 
and partnerships with suppliers. A fundamental purpose of EBP is to present approaches that are repeatable so 
that cost efficiencies can be accomplished at scale with partner suppliers and subcontractor familiarity. 

We hope these guidelines facilitate the affordable housing sector’s ability to achieve construction cost 
efficiency, quality, and durability while pursuing the performance goals of the Exemplary Buildings Program and 
the specifications for projects in King County, Washington. Performance data from the program’s demonstration 
projects will be used to continually refine the guidelines and update these publications.  
 
EBP’s Partners. We’re grateful for the time and exceptional talent of the charrette participants and for the 
generosity of our program funders and charrette sponsors. Their commitment to this vision is vital. 
 

 
Marty Kooistra 
Former Executive Director, Housing Development Consortium of Seattle-King County (HDC) 

  

It is important to note that EBP’s guidelines are not restricted to developments striving to meet the full 

set of “exemplary” criteria. In fact, our hope is that they can be used to improve affordable multifamily 

housing more generally. 

https://exemplarybuilding.housingconsortium.org/
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
 
Water is essential to life as we know it, and most Americans take having clean, safe hot and cold water on-
demand for granted. In the context of buildings, the focus on energy efficiency has often led to focus on more 
efficient HVAC, lighting, and envelope measures, with water systems often being overlooked.   
 
In the Pacific Northwest, water and waste water treatment costs have become the largest utility costs for most 
new multifamily buildings, often exceeding the cost for energy. For affordable housing developments, these 
water costs are often borne by the building owner, and therefore, water efficiency and management practices 
can translate directly to more sustainable operations over time. Additionally, use of efficient heat pump water 
heaters to generate hot water translate to a substantial reduction of site energy use and carbon emissions 
without a substantial increase in utility costs. 
 
At this time, heat pump technology can cost more than traditional natural gas or electric resistance heaters, but 
incorporating the latest methods for sizing piping systems and equipment can minimize the impact on 
construction budgets, while also improving occupant satisfaction by delivering hot water quickly and reducing 
heat lost from the building piping systems. Mundane decisions down to the type of toilet used, or size of pipe 
run to shower heads, can have significant impact on utility costs and system performance. These guidelines 
attempt to provide background and recommendations for current best practices for developers and designers to 
adopt. 
 
Efforts have been made to present information that is true and accurate. Since every building has unique 
circumstances, design and construction teams will need to independently verify the information provided here. 
We hope this document proves useful as a resource to assist with the design of high-performance affordable 
housing developments. HDC’s Exemplary Buildings Program is a work in progress, and we hope to incorporate 
new strategies in the future. Stay tuned. 
 

 

  
David Reddy, PE 
Building Performance Principal, O’Brien360  
Lead, Exemplary Buildings Program Water Charrette 
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SETTING THE STAGE 
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For new affordable housing developments in the Pacific Northwest, water supply and related sewer treatment 

utility services often represent the largest portion of annual utility costs, typically exceeding energy costs. The 

chart below illustrates the breakdown of utility costs for one representative affordable housing development 

built in 2011. Water/sewer bills account for over half the annual utility costs, and these bills are paid for by the 

building owner, not tenants, which is common for affordable housing projects. 

 

 
 
 

Domestic water heating typically accounts for 1/4 to 1/2 of the total energy used in our new multifamily 

buildings. A 2013 California study demonstrated that for central hot water systems, 30+% of water heating 

system energy is “lost” from the hot water distribution system. In other words, 10-15% of multifamily building 

energy is used just to keep pipes hot in anticipation of residents using hot water.  

Energy and building codes have historically made strides towards increasing the efficiency of water heating 

equipment and requiring the use of low flow plumbing fixtures. In 2020, Washington state adopted new water 

efficiency standards for plumbing fixtures for the first time in 20 years. The 2018 Seattle Energy Code (SEC) leads 

the country in requiring the use of electric heat pumps for water heating in new commercial buildings, including 

multifamily developments four stories or more with central water heating systems. Other jurisdictions, such as 

Shoreline, King County and Bellingham, have adopted or are in the process of adopting similar heat pump water 

heating (HPWH) requirements, and heat pumps are required for at least 50% of water heating in the current 

2021 Washington State Energy Code (WSEC) Commercial provisions. 

Despite these changes and the growing number of buildings using heat pumps for water heating, there is still 

apprehension in adoption. Furthermore, a significant opportunity remains for increasing the efficiency of water 

56%36%

8%

Water/Sewer Electric/Natural Gas Solid Waste

Data provided by Bellwether Housing. Energy fraction includes both house and apartment electricity.  
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distribution systems and improving water metering and management practices. Given the high cost of plumbing 

systems and water utility costs, these practices are usually very cost effective. 

These guidelines aim to provide contextual knowledge and the rationale for the Exemplary Buildings Program 

recommendations in the following areas: 

• Water Heating Plant Design 

• Optimizing Water Distribution Design 

• Metering and Monitoring 

• Water Efficient Fixtures and Appliances  
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WATER HEATING PLANT DESIGN 

 

 
 
 
 

 

  

Source: NEEA AWHS v8.0. Retrieved from https://neea.org/img/documents/advanced-water-heating-specification-v8.0.pdf 

https://neea.org/img/documents/advanced-water-heating-specification-v8.0.pdf
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Context 
Central water heating systems are commonplace in multifamily buildings, particularly in taller (4+ stories) 

structures and when located in urban areas where building space is a premium. Central water heating systems 

have the principal advantages of recovering useful floor area in apartments normally taken up by traditional tank 

water heaters and of consolidating the maintenance and replacement of water heaters to one location. When 

the equipment is centralized, it is also generally less costly to operate more efficient water heating equipment 

without tenant impacts, such as proximity to natural gas combustion or cold air from a heat pump.  

Central water heating systems, like our power grid, have two main components: a power “plant”, where energy 

is used by equipment to generate and store hot water, and a distribution system, a network of pipes that supply 

hot water to each apartment. The diagram below illustrates the basic components of a traditional domestic 

water heating central plant. Cold water from the building main enters at the bottom of a heater and is heated by 

a natural gas burner or electric resistance heating element to something around 140°F. It is then piped to a 

mixing valve, where it is combined with cold water and water from the building hot water recirculation return. It 

is mixed and supplied to the building at approximately 120°F. 

 
 
  

 

HW 
Supply 

CW 
Supply 

HWC 
Return 

Mixing 
Valve 

Circ. 
Pump 

Source: O’Brien360 for Exemplary Buildings Program 
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Until recently, condensing natural gas water heaters have been the most common equipment for generating hot 

water in central water heating systems. However, early research and development efforts by organizations like 

Bonneville Power Association (BPA), Seattle City Light (SCL), and Ecotope—and now a national collaboration 

called the Advanced Water Heating Initiative—have facilitated the use of heat pump water heaters as a 

mainstream solution for both new and existing buildings. In WSEC 2015 and 2018, using heat pumps for hot 

water was an optional measure for prescriptive compliance with Section C406. At the same time, jurisdictions 

such as Seattle, Shoreline, Bellingham, and King County have recognized that heat pumps are an important step 

towards reducing energy use and emissions in buildings, and have made using heat pumps a mandatory 

requirement for most commercial building water heating systems. At the time of this publication, the 2021 

WSEC has similar requirements to use heat pumps for half of water heating needs. If your jurisdiction’s code 

does not yet require heat pumps for multifamily water heating, there are often significant utility incentives 

available for using them. 

The central heat pump water heating plant, in its optimal form, differs from a traditional central water heating 

plant design. For one, it is generally not cost effective or efficient to install heat pumps that can generate hot 

water at the same rate as a fossil fuel heater. Therefore, heat pump water heater plants are designed to have 

greater hot water storage capacity to satisfy periods of peak hot water demand. In multifamily buildings, the 

peak demand periods are typically in the morning and again in the evening. Outside of these peak periods, the 

hot water storage tanks are replenished by heat pumps that operate efficiently over longer periods of time. 

Additionally, the most efficient heat pumps available today require cold entering water temperatures, so the 

plant design must account for this. One solution involves separating the plant into two components: primary 

storage tank(s) connected to the heat pump equipment, and a separate temperature maintenance (or “swing”) 

tank, as illustrated in the diagram on the next page. The swing tank decouples the building recirculation system 

from the primary storage, allowing the primary storage tanks to remain stratified, i.e. cold at the bottom and hot 

at the top, with the cold water pumped to the heat pumps for heating.  
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System Sizing 
As alluded to above, sizing equipment for HPWH systems is not the same as a traditional system using fossil fuel 

or electric resistance heaters. Traditional heaters can often generate a lot of hot water in a short period of time 

and are not sensitive to outdoor air conditions. Air-source HPWH systems are most efficient when they can 

operate at lower rates of heat output over a longer period, and when the heat pump environmental air 

temperature is moderate. Finding the right balance of heat pump capacity and storage volume is critical, as is 

selecting equipment that can operate efficiently when the air temperature does drop. To assist engineers with 

sizing HPWH system equipment, a new, free web application, EcoSizer, is available. The most efficient and cost-

effective systems are designed with good knowledge of the anticipated water heating loads. Whenever possible, 

owners should provide their engineers with, at minimum, estimates of typical occupancy rates (people per 

apartment), and when available, hot water submeter data for a similar project to inform sizing new systems. 

  

Source: Lighting Design Lab 

https://ecosizer.ecotope.com/sizer/
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Other Resources 
There are many variants of heat pump plant designs, and they all come with different sizing considerations. 

Covering them all is outside the scope of these guidelines. Instead, there are several excellent resources for 

understanding heat pump water heating plant design options, including NEEA’s Advanced Water Heating 

Specification v8.0 and the Lighting Design Lab’s commercial heat pump water heating lecture series. EBP 

Recommendations are provided in this document to supplement and reinforce the guidance. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

  

Source: Walsh Construction Co. 

https://neea.org/our-work/advanced-water-heating-specification
https://neea.org/our-work/advanced-water-heating-specification
https://www.lightingdesignlab.com/education
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WATER DISTRIBUTION 

 

 

 
 
 

 
 
 
  

Source: Ecotope 
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Context 
To utilize the EBP recommendations for optimizing the design of multifamily water distribution systems, a basic 

understanding of water distribution systems is helpful. What follows is a description of the central systems used 

in most new midrise (4+ story) affordable housing projects in the Puget Sound region, though many of the 

concepts, such as water main and pipe sizing considerations, are universal to all water systems. 

It is common practice for central water distribution systems to be described like the anatomy of a tree. The cold-

water main is at the base of the tree; it’s the pipe from the utility that must be sized to provide sufficient flow 

capacity for the entire building, both hot and cold water combined. The main has a meter used by the utility for 

billing water consumption, and in turn, the metered water consumption is also often used to calculate sewer 

fees. This is because, apart from plant irrigation, the volume of water going down the drain is nearly equal to the 

water that comes into the building. The cold water main, if the building has central water heating, is split into 

two similarly sized “trunks”: one for the building cold water supply and one routed to the hot water plant for 

heating. From there on, hot and cold-water trunk lines run in parallel through the building, typically horizontally 

above the first floor ceiling. 

From the horizontal trunk lines, slightly smaller pipes branch off the trunk to serve vertical stacks of apartments. 

These vertical pipe branches, also known as risers, have smaller branches off at each floor to supply water to 

individual apartments. Apartment types (studio, 1-bed, etc.) are commonly replicated in vertical stacks, such 

that each stack of one or two apartments has a single set of hot and cold-water risers. At each node of 

branching, both from the trunk and from risers, the pipe diameter may reduce in nominal size (1.5”, 1.25” 1”, 

0.75”, etc.), with the size of the pipe dictated by the peak water demand and pressure losses of all the piping 

and fixtures downstream of that node. For hot water risers, the pipe continues to “return” hot water back to the 

plant, forming a complete recirculation loop. A pump is used to circulate the hot water through the loop so it is 

always available to residents. 

The diagram on the next page illustrates a typical hot and cold-water distribution system, with orange lines 

representing the recirculation return hot water piping. In most all cases, the cold-water trunk and branching 

risers run parallel to the hot water pipes.  
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The branch node at each apartment is a notable transition point for buildings with central water heating 

systems. This node is effectively the hot and cold water source for each home, and is where a shut-off valve, a 

water submeter, and a manifold are typically located. A manifold is a short section of pipe with a series of ports 

for ‘twig’ piping to be connected. Twig pipes are the smallest diameter pipes in the building and are used to 

distribute water from the entry point to each plumbing fixture. This transition is important because hot water in 

the main trunks and risers is recirculated by pumps to maintain a continuous source of hot water. After 

branching off the hot water riser, the water in the manifold and twigs is not recirculated, and therefore will cool 

down between periods of hot water use. Insulation on this piping helps keep piping w 

Source: O’Brien360 for Exemplary Buildings Program 
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arm, but the water inevitably will be too cold for comfort. It is this cool water in the hot water lines of the 

apartment piping system that must be purged before hot water can arrive at a fixture. The time it takes to 

deliver hot water to fixtures, also known as the “Time-to-Tap”, is something most people notice when preparing 

for their morning shower. The cool water that goes down the drain while waiting for hot to arrive is described as 

‘structural’ water waste. Structural hot water waste has conditioned many people to walk away and do other 

things while the shower warms up, leading to the second category of squandered water and energy: ‘behavioral’ 

waste. Behavioral waste is water flowing after the structural waste water has been cleared, but before the 

occupant starts using hot water for washing or bathing.  

The chart below illustrates the temperature of water over the intervals of structural and behavior waste before a 

person enters a shower. The amount of behavioral waste has been found to exceed structural waste, and 

combined they often account for 25% or more of water used for showers. To minimize structural waste, and to 

help condition residents to reduce behavioral waste, it is imperative to reduce the length and diameter of 

piping between the recirculating hot water loop and the water fixtures in each apartment home. This is 

especially true for the shower head, because bathing is the largest component of resident hot water use. This 

approach, described as ‘compact’ plumbing design, can be effectively achieved by orienting the ‘wet’ areas of 

the home as close as possible to the hot water riser. 

 
  

   Source: Evolve. Retrieved from https://www.thinkevolve.com/pages/behavioral-waste 
 

https://www.thinkevolve.com/pages/behavioral-waste
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Why Does Distribution Matter?  

Unlike many other efficiency measures that often come with an added cost and payback periods, improving the 

design and installation of domestic hot water distribution systems can result in substantial operational cost 

savings for little to no added cost. How is this possible? And how does it help user experience?  

• Central hot water circulation loops typically lose 30% or more of heating energy, which does not end up 

serving the user. This energy loss can be minimized by reducing hot water pipe sizes and total piping 

length. 

• Typical circulation layouts and pipe sizes can result in twice as much water in the lines than necessary. 

Addressing these issues saves water and energy and reduces monthly water and sewer costs. 

• Reducing the time-to-tap can lower plumbing first costs, improve tenant satisfaction, and minimize 

structural waste. The shorter time-to-tap the better; no one ever complains about hot water arriving too 

quickly! 

Pipe Sizing 
Water supply pipes must be sized to deliver adequate flow and pressure to the fixtures that are connected to 

them. In multifamily buildings, particularly for the water main, trunk and riser branches, it is highly unlikely that 

all downstream fixtures will be used at the same time; therefore, the pipes are sized for an expectation of the 

coincident peak demand. The International Association of Plumbing and Mechanical Officials (IAPMO) Uniform 

Plumbing Code (UPC), adopted by Washington state, provides plumbing engineers with a standard pipe sizing 

method, originally developed in the 1940s, and now defined in UPC Appendix A (also known as Hunter’s 

method). This method assigns to each plumbing fixture a specific number of Water Supply Fixture Units (WSFU) 

based on the amount of water required and frequency of use of that fixture. WSFU are added up and converted 

to a peak flow rate in gallons per minute (GPM), and pipes are sized to be able to provide this flow at velocities 

acceptable for piping materials and without reducing pressure below the point needed for fixtures to work 

properly. The UPC WSFU sizing method has not dramatically changed since the time toilets and showerheads 

used 2-5x more water than they do today. In addition, the friction losses used in conjunction with the WSFU 

method are based on steel pipe and threaded and flanged fittings. Modern water distribution systems in 

apartment buildings generally use copper, CPVC, or PEX piping with soldered, solvent welded, pressed, crimped, 

or insert fittings. For these reasons, plumbing system designers and code officials recognized that an updated 

method for sizing water distribution systems was needed. 

As such, in 2011 IAPMO embarked on developing a substantially new method to account for water conserving 

fixtures appliances and high resolution data on residential water usage patterns. The result of the effort is the 

Appendix M Peak Water Demand Calculator (WDC) method, first made available in the 2018 UPC. The chart 

https://up.codes/viewer/nevada/upc-2018/chapter/M/peak-water-demand-calculator#M
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below (included in Appendix B of this document) illustrates the 99th percentile flow rates observed for the main 

hot supply pipe in 16 multifamily buildings ranging from 8 to 384 apartments. The figure underscores that the 

standard practice of using UPC Appendix A, when compared to real-world measurements, substantially 

overestimates the peak flow rate. Using UPC Appendix A results in pipe diameters that are much larger than 

needed for modern multifamily buildings.  

 

Source: Gary Klein, Gary Klein and Associates, Inc. (2021, October 12). Memorandum to support statewide adoption of Uniform 
Plumbing Code Appendix M into the California Plumbing Code (Version 1.0) 

 

A similar assessment was performed for two recently designed Exemplary Buildings Program demonstration 

projects: DESC’s Hobson Place South and Seattle Housing Authority’s (SHA) Sawara. The table and chart on the 

next page compare the traditional UPC Appendix A and M sizing of the water mains for these two buildings. 
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 DESC Hobson Place South SHA Sawara 

Housing Type Permanent Supportive Housing Workforce/Family Housing 

Units 92 units 
(all studios) 

114 units 
(64 1-bed, 27 2-bed, 22 3-bed, 1 4-bed) 

Sizing Inputs 92 1-bath 
12 clothes washers 

96 1-bath, 18 2-bath 
29 clothes washers 

UPC Appendix A Peak GPM: 160 
Main: 3.5” (likely 4” provided) 

Peak GPM: 260 
Main: 4” (very close to needing 6”) 

UPC Appendix M Peak GPM: 14 (89% reduction) 
Main: 1” 

Peak GPM: 54 (80% reduction) 
Main: 2” 

 

 
 

 
 
Connection and Monthly Charges 

The value proposition of using the most current pipe sizing methodology can be magnified depending on the 

local utilities rate structures, specifically connection charges and monthly base charges. A commonality among 

most utilities is that these fees are based on the size of the water main for the building. The following charts 

show how connection and monthly costs change as the main meter size increases for two different utilities, 

Seattle Public Utilities (SPU) and Skagit Public Utilities District (Skagit PUD).  
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To illustrate the potential savings for using Appendix M, we will use the Hobson Place South project described 

above. It was determined that a 3” water service was required using the WSFU method, and a 1” main using 

Appendix M. The table below summarizes the up-front and monthly cost savings for using Appendix M. 

 SPU Skagit PUD 

Connection Fee Reduction $132/unit $745/unit 

Monthly Charge Savings $13/unit/year $37/unit/year 

$0

$50,000

$100,000

$150,000

1" 1.5" 2" 3" 4"
Meter Size

Connection Charge

SPU (Non-arterial) Skagit PUD

$0
$200
$400
$600
$800

1" 1.5" 2" 3" 4"
Meter Size

Monthly Service Charge

SPU (Inside Seattle) Skagit PUD

 SPU data retrieved from https://www.seattle.gov/documents/Departments/SPU/Engineering/DSO_Charge_Menu.pdf 
Skagit PUD data retrieved from https://www.skagitpud.org/my-account/water-rates-fees/ 
 

SPU data retrieved from https://www.seattle.gov/utilities/your-services/accounts-and-payments/rates/water/commercial-
water-rates 
Skagit PUD data retrieved from https://www.skagitpud.org/my-account/water-rates-fees/ 

https://www.seattle.gov/documents/Departments/SPU/Engineering/DSO_Charge_Menu.pdf
https://www.skagitpud.org/my-account/water-rates-fees/
https://www.seattle.gov/utilities/your-services/accounts-and-payments/rates/water/commercial-water-rates
https://www.seattle.gov/utilities/your-services/accounts-and-payments/rates/water/commercial-water-rates
https://www.skagitpud.org/my-account/water-rates-fees/
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Once installed, the distribution piping remains unchanged for many years, either for the life of the building or 

until the next major renovation. Therefore, adopting this sizing method results in significant cost savings and 

user satisfaction, without a lot of additional effort.   

 

Benefits of Using Appendix M 

Sizing water pipes using UPC Appendix M provides the following benefits:  

1. Construction cost savings due to  

– Smaller diameter pipes and fittings, valves, pumps, and other 

equipment, 

– Smaller inside diameter pipe insulation, and 

– Smaller water service entrance size, resulting in smaller building water 

meter size with lower connection fees. See discussion below. 

2. Ongoing cost savings due to  

– Water savings from faster hot water delivery times, resulting in smaller monthly water and 

wastewater service charges,  

– Energy savings due to decreased heat loss in hot water distribution system, particularly in 

multifamily buildings with a recirculation system, and  

3. Reduced public health and safety risk and improved water quality due to shorter water dwell times 

within plumbing systems. Each floor plan determines the distance between the mechanical room and 

the fixtures. UPC Appendix M does not change the length of the pipe, only the diameter. With the pipe 

diameter on each segment reduced, the pipe volume will be reduced.  

4. Reduced carbon emissions due to material savings and energy reductions. 

 
Since UPC Appendix M has been introduced, several states, counties, and cities have adopted the methodology, 

including Seattle in 2021.  

Distribution Design 
Improving the Time-to-Tap 

The volume of the water stored in the piping between the hot water source and a plumbing fixture determines 

the time-to-tap. Determining this requires laying out the apartment plumbing distribution design prior to 

construction and accounting for all the various components, including different pipe diameters and pipe 

materials, shut-off valves, submeters, manifolds, and fixture specific connect lines. Appendix A provides 

additional guidance on determining this metric. Achieving the time-to-tap target in the field requires 

1” 
3” 
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coordination and review with the architect, plumbing contractor, and the structural engineer to identify barriers 

to implementing and efficient water distribution system. 

 

Riser Design 

In addition to pipe sizes and layout, the time-to-tap can be heavily influenced by where the hot water “enters” 

the apartment in relationship to the fixtures and appliances. As described in the introduction, for a typical 

apartment building with central water heating, the point at which hot water enters the apartment is where the 

supply pipe to the apartment branches from a vertical riser. Locating plumbing fixtures as close to the riser is 

detrimental to achieving low time-to-tap times, and at the same time, reduces labor and material costs. 

To illustrate one recommended practice, the figure below shows two urban one-bedroom floor plans. The plans 

feature a relatively compact layout of the “wet” rooms (i.e. kitchen and bathroom) and the plumbing fixtures in 

them. The bathroom is on the opposite side of the apartment from the kitchen. To minimize the distance to both 

the kitchen sink and the tub/shower, the riser is located in the wall of the entry closet. The floorplan on the left 

shows the kitchen walls not mirrored, while the floorplan on the right illustrates mirroring the apartments on 

the kitchen wall. The mirrored or “back-to-back” configuration allows for one riser to serve two adjacent units 

per floor. This strategy reduces the number of risers, pipe insulation, balancing valves and associated installation 

costs, while at the same time reducing heat loss from the piping system. In the case of the SHA Sawara project 

described above, this design strategy resulted in reducing the number of plumbing risers by 40%. 

   

NON-Mirrored = (2) units have (2) stacks  Mirrored Plans = (2) units share (1) stack 

 

 

Source: Ecotope 
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Consolidating risers to serve two units comes with some limitations and may compromise the goal of reducing 

the time-to-tap. For larger 2- and 3-bedroom units, common party walls are typically further from the plumbing 

fixtures. Additionally, a mirroring strategy works well for recti-linear or “bar” shaped buildings but gets complex 

when dealing with more irregular floor plans. And even for bar buildings, the ends of buildings often have 

vertical circulation elements, like stairwells and elevators, that inevitably reduce the number of opportunities for 

sharing risers between two units.  Lastly, if plumbing riser locations are not coordinated early with structural 

design, structural blocking or double-sided shear walls can make installing a riser in the most energy efficient 

location much more costly or not feasible. All these considerations point to having unit space planning, plumbing 

and structural design conversations to occur earlier in the design process than normal.   
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WATER MANAGEMENT 
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Context 
Utility water meters are now commonplace for municipal water systems. Utilities use them for billing purposes, 

often both for billing potable water consumption and for determining sewer fees, since the water flow into the 

building generally equals the water flow down the drain, with the exception of water used for plant irrigation, 

cooling towers, or other processes. For some utilities, there is a flat fee for water use up to a certain threshold, 

and therefore water conservation only reduces utility costs if that threshold is exceeded. In contrast, other 

utilities have low flat fees with the bill more aligned with metered consumption, resulting in greater cost savings 

if conservation practices are implemented. Consequently, understanding and applying the specific utility billing 

structure is important to economic analysis of any water conservation measure.  

Within multifamily buildings, submetering water for each dwelling unit is also more commonplace than ever. In 

Washington, new multifamily buildings with central water heating systems must install hot water submeters. In 

California, water submeters have been required for new 

construction since 2018. Additionally, there are several 

established providers of water submetering equipment 

and services to assist building owners with collecting data 

and billing tenants for their water use. Washington 

state’s Evergreen Sustainability Development Standard 

(ESDS) for affordable housing projects offers points for 

installing cold-water submeters as well, and many 

affordable housing developers choose to install cold-

water meters because the added cost is low if code-mandated hot water metering system is already included in 

the construction scope. Installing meters after initial construction is significantly more costly and impacts the 

operational budget as opposed to the construction budget.  

For subsidized affordable housing providers in Washington, billing tenants for water is not yet common practice. 

There are additional administrative expenses and any utilities that tenants pay must be accounted for in 

establishing rents. However, metering systems have been found by many housing providers to be valuable for 

identifying leaks and other anomalies that can result in very high water bills if not identified and isolated quickly. 

Rationale for Submetering 
The measurement and tracking of individual units’ water use provides valuable information to facility managers 

and residents, and can translate to saving water and keeping utility bills as low as possible. Currently, 

submetering is most often used to detect high consumption and leaks, and to provide a report to tenants about 

how much water they use.  

Source: Seattle Housing Authority 
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Detection of High Consumption 

When water submeters are installed for each unit, it gives building staff a more precise view of water 

consumption. Water waste that would not have been obvious on the building’s meter is obvious on a unit’s 

meter, especially when the water use of similar units in the same building is compared, i.e. benchmarked. The 

recommended metric for benchmarking water in housing is the average gallons per person per day. In the 

Seattle area, average indoor consumption is between 40 and 50 gallons per person per day. Leaks can make up 

as much as 12% of indoor use and are important to locate quickly. Toilet leaks (running toilets) are a common 

cause of high consumption; toilet flappers have an average life expectancy of only five years, and often go 

unaddressed in multifamily settings where tenants are unaware of how much water it is wasting. Left 

unchecked, a running toilet can cost as much as $3,000 a month (2021 estimate).  Since toilets use cold water, 

this is an important reason to go beyond the typical code requirement to meter only hot water. Submeters can 

also be useful in identifying specific tenants that regularly use higher amounts of water, or quickly pinpoint a 

unit where a fixture has been left running and may cause flooding. 

Informing Residents 

Submeters also provide an ongoing record of water use, which can be used to let residents know how much they 

have used, even if these data are not used for billing purposes. The Saving Water Partnership conducted a 

survey of multifamily tenants in 2019, and learned that most tenants don’t intentionally use waste water. 

However, they were found to be very unaware of how much water they used and of the ways they could 

conserve this resource. Simply providing more information to tenants may decrease excessive water use. 

Submeters also provide the opportunity to generate water bills for residents, allowing this cost to be shifted to 

tenants if that is useful for the long-term management of operational costs. Even without charging for water, 

some monitoring systems may allow tenants direct access (via web or email) to their consumption data, or the 

property manager can use the data to develop a program to reward residents that are at or below a benchmark 

on a regular basis. 
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Case Study: New Holly 

 

The New Holly metering system was installed in 2012 to increase tenant awareness of water use and to charge 

tenants for water use that was above average for the household size. Over time, the program has evolved, and 

equipment has been upgraded to better serve residents and meet the intent of the program. 

SHA contracts with a submetering company for 

the monitoring system, billing, and data 

management. Next Century submeter equipment 

(pictured at right) is installed, which allows for 

alarms and notifications when equipment fails or if 

there is high consumption. Tenants can also access 

the meter readings through an application. 

Water utility costs for the development are paid directly to Seattle Public Utilities by SHA. The submeter reads 

enable SHA to provide an incentive program for tenants where they are provided a monthly allowance 

equivalent to a certain number of gallons consumed each month. If tenants consume less than their monthly 

allowance, they receive a credit equal to $.01/gallon below the threshold. For every gallon of water, they 

consume over the allowance, they are charged at an equivalent rate of $.01/gallon. 

These allowances are calculated using a gallons per person per day average for each property by household size. 

Each month, staff at SHA provide the vendor an occupancy update for each unit. The vendor then generates 

allowances based on those occupancies and provides the allowance on the bill.  

 

  

    BUILDING CHARACTERISTICS 
 

Community with varying building sizes, 1-4 stories. 
620 apartments; 1-5 bedrooms. 
Completed: 2004 
Owner: Seattle Housing Authority (SHA) 
 

Source: Next Century 
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Lessons Learned 

Administration Time: There is significant administration involved with using submeters to charge tenants for 

water above the allowance. There should be assigned staff time and attention to managing the administration of 

the program and the data.  

Water allowance: Linking the allowance for a particular unit to occupancy is best, but those data can be 

challenging to manage. Staff must update all births, deaths, and changes in roommates.  

Disputes: Having a third party do the billing improves the accuracy of the bills and also provides a third party to 

manage bill disputes. A policy for how leaks will be handled can also help to preempt disputes so that there is a 

clear and consistent way to handle complaints about high charges related to leaks. 

Maintenance: Maintenance of the meters is a significant undertaking. Train in-house staff on how to replace 

batteries and reset the meters, which requires coordination with meter data management service. The 

submetering company can handle more complex repairs. 

 

Despite these challenges and additional costs, the program has resulted in lowering the average water 

consumption by providing feedback to residents and identifying leaks and other problems early.  
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FIXTURES AND APPLIANCES 
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Context 
Over time, fixtures have become more water efficient through technology advances and new or revised code 

requirements. As utility costs increase and resources become scarcer, the market drives fixtures and appliances 

to be ever more efficient. “Low flow” is constantly being redefined. In addition, there are decisions about 

whether to include certain appliances, such as dishwashers or clothes washers, in housing. As is often the case, 

energy/water efficiency must be considered in the context of maintenance and livability. 

Water Efficiency Standards 
Standards, certifications, and ratings have been established to help consumers identify efficient fixtures and 

appliances that work well. In Washington, code may be more efficient than some national standards. 

WaterSense 

The equivalent of the US Environmental Protection Agency’s Energy Star labeling program, the WaterSense label 

indicates products that meet nationally established efficiency and performance criteria. In many cases, 

Washington state code exceeds WaterSense efficiency criteria. However, the performance aspect of the label 

can be helpful to ensure good performance at high water efficiency standards. 

Energy Star 

While the intent of this labeling program is to identify and rate energy efficient fixtures, some hot water fixtures, 

such as dishwashers and clothes washers, that are not part of the WaterSense labeling program are rated by 

Energy Star. In those cases, the Energy Star label serves as a proxy for water efficiency since some of its metrics, 

like the Integrated Water Factor (IWF) for clothes washers, are helpful in determining water efficiency.  

MaP Testing and MaP PREMIUM 

The MaP (Maximum Performance) program was developed in the early 2000’s to test and rank toilet models 

based on their flush performance. Toilet manufacturers that choose to have their toilets tested received a flush 

rating that is also made available publicly. Flush performance is established by observing the toilet’s 

performance in a lab setting to determine the highest amount of test media (soy bean paste) that will clear the 

bowl in a single flush. Flush scores are reported in grams of this test media, so a toilet with a flush score of 800 

indicates it successfully flushed 800 grams (about 1.75 lbs.) of solid waste in a single flush. While not a water-

efficiency standard, a higher score is a practical indication that low-flow toilets still perform well, and therefore 

is an important criterion to include when choosing a toilet. 
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The MaP PREMIUM rating is assigned by the MaP organization to toilets with a flush score of 600 or more, are 

WaterSense labeled, and use an average of 1.1 gallons per flush or less. For dual flush models, the average of the 

two flush volumes is used to determine its average flush. 

The table below is a summary of current residential plumbing fixture and appliance water standards and 

requirements of relevant certification programs. 

 WA State Code 
(Effective Jan 1, 2021) 

Federal Code WaterSense Energy Star 

Toilets 1.28 gpf 1.6 gpf 1.28 gpf n/a 

Showerheads 1.8 gpm 2.5 gpm 2.0 gpm n/a 

Bathroom 
Faucets 

  

1.2 gpm 2.2 gpm 1.5 gpm n/a 

Kitchen 
Faucets 

  

n/a 2.2 gpm n/a n/a 

Clothes 
Washers 

n/a 

Standard:  
Front loader: 4.7 WF 
Top loader: 6.5 WF 

 
Compact: 

Front loader: 8.3 WF 
Top loader: 12.0 WF 

n/a 

Standard:  
Front loader: 3.2 WF 
Top loader: 4.3 WF 

 
Compact: 

Front/Top loader: 4.2 
WF 

Clothes 
Washers 

(common area 
& coin op) 

  

n/a Front loader: 4.1 IWF 
Top loader: 8.8 IWF n/a Front loader: 4.0 WF 

Dishwashers 
0.01 gpm leakage new 

0.05 gpm leakage 
15,000+ cycles 

Standard: 
5.0 gpc  

Compact:  
3.5 gpc 

 
  

n/a 

Standard: 
3.5 gpc  

Compact:  
3.1 gpc 

gpf = gallons per flush 
gpf = gallons per minute 
gpc = gallons per cycle. The lower the value, the more efficient the washer is. 
WF = Water Factor, the number of gallons per cycle per cubic foot that the washer uses. The lower the WF, 
the more efficient the washer is. 
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Fixture and Appliance Considerations 
Exemplary Buildings achieve efficiency without compromising performance. Considerations for the user 

experience are also important when designing residential buildings. Tenants frustrated with very efficient but 

poorly performing plumbing fixtures and appliances create maintenance and property management issues and 

perpetuate a bad reputation for “low flow” fixtures, making housing providers less likely to support their use in 

the future. Therefore, great care should be taken in selecting high-performing, efficient water fixtures. In 

addition, designers of residential buildings should bear in mind that they are designing people’s homes, and their 

choices around fixtures and the inclusion of amenities affect the day to day lives of residents. In some cases, an 

amenity such as an in-unit dishwasher can improve water efficiency. In others, such providing an in-unit clothes 

washer, has the potential to reduce water efficiency. Those factors, along with maintenance considerations, 

should be weighed when planning what equipment to provide. 

Toilets 

The primary concern with water-efficient toilets is whether it takes more than one flush to both clear and “wash 

down” the bowl, i.e. completely clean the bowl by the flush. For flushing power, the MaP score is useful way to 

compare toilet performance. There are no third-party ratings that evaluate wash down, so user reviews must be 

relied on to differentiate this criterion among toilets. One common misconception is dual flush toilets are a good 

compromise to allow for high flows when needed. However, single flush toilets are designed to flush optimally at 

the lower water volume. As a result, the user experience and water savings are likely improved with high 

performing single flush toilet models. Regarding ongoing maintenance and water efficiency, rubber toilet 

flappers may wear out in five years, so replacement of these should be incorporated into maintenance 

schedules. Installation of ultra-high efficiency toilets should be paired with education on what materials should 

not be flushed; these materials may already be available from the local sewer utility. 

Showers 

How a showerhead “feels” to a resident inevitably varies. WaterSense includes a consideration of a showerhead 

“feel” by establishing minimum requirements for spray force and spray coverage. Choosing a WaterSense 

showerhead that has variable spray patterns is likely to meet most people’s preferences. Selecting an efficient 

handheld option, in anticipation that some users will need or want one, is also recommended. In addition to 

showerhead feel and water efficiency, some showerheads also include a thermostatic valve that shuts off the 

water once hot water reaches the fixture. This is intended to reduce the behavioral waste that occurs when 

someone turns the shower on and walks away while waiting for the water to run hot (see p.12). For new 

construction, focus should be on reducing pipe length/volume to improve hot water delivery time, but for 

existing buildings, installing thermostatic shut-off valves at the shower head should be considered to reduce 

behavioral waste. Again, resident education is an important component of adopting these devices. 
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Tub Diverters 

Tub diverters can be a significant source of wasted water if not installed properly or not maintained. Water that 

leaks through the tub diverter while the shower is running goes straight down the drain and also reduces water 

pressure at the showerhead. Check that tub diverters function well when first installed and include this check 

during scheduled maintenance. 

Faucets 

Restrictive faucet aerators can be easily removed by a tenant if too-restrictive aerators are installed. Therefore, 

using restrictors that go beyond code may not result in long term water savings if tenants choose to remove 

them. There are legitimate reasons for requiring higher faucet flows. For example, for a tenant who cooks a lot, 

faster flows allow for more efficient pot filling. For this reason, the WaterSense specification allows kitchen 

faucets to have a button that temporarily allows a higher flow rate. As faucet flow rates decrease, the time it 

takes for hot water to arrive increases, leading to significant structural hot water waste. “Cold-start” faucets 

provide a simple solution to reducing structural waste by having the default starting position of the faucet be 

cold instead of warm water. 

In-Unit Dishwashers 

Some studies have suggested that using a dishwasher is more water-efficient than washing by hand. This is 

dependent on tenant behavior and how efficiently they use water while hand washing dishes. In addition, larger 

households certainly save time by having a dishwasher as an amenity. Education on how to use dishwashers 

appropriately, such as scraping plates clean before loading dishes, may be available from local sewer utilities. 

Inspecting and cleaning dishwasher filters should be part of tenant training and regular maintenance.  

In-Unit Clothes Washers 

The inclusion of an in-unit clothes washer has the potential to result in higher water use compared to when a 

resident is required to use a common area clothes washer. It is possible that a tenant may choose to run loads 

more often or run smaller loads. However, this assumption suggests that having a washer in-unit is a very high 

benefit and common-area washers prevent residents from washing their clothes as often as they’d like. In-unit 

clothes washers would be especially beneficial for larger families, and the potential water efficiency tradeoff 

acceptable. Education on ways to avoid overloading washers and how to clean filters (if included) and the wash 

drum and seals, should be provided to residents with in-unit clothes washers. 
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EBP’S RECOMMENDATIONS FOR 

DOMESTIC WATER HEATING, DISTRIBUTION & 

MANAGEMENT 
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Early Integrative Design 
 

 
EBP Recommendation 

Review EBP recommendations early in schematic design using an integrative design process beginning with 

the developer and architect and then expanding to the engineer, consultants (acoustics, energy, 

sustainability), general contractor (GC), and mechanical subcontractor. 

As illustrated in the figure below, early integrative design (EID) fosters the ability to make decisions that balance 

up-front capital costs with occupant health, comfort, resilience, and long-term operating and maintenance costs 

most relevant to your building/organization. EBP has created an application-oriented set of guidelines for teams 

interested in applying early integrative design to their exemplary project. The free EID guide is available at: 

https://exemplarybuilding.housingconsortium.org/our-results-practical-tools/   

 
 
 

 
  

https://exemplarybuilding.housingconsortium.org/our-results-practical-tools/
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Evaluating system options and making decisions early in design allow for the necessary elements of water 

heating and distribution systems accounted for at the entitlement phase, and if necessary, allows teams to 

pursue cost-saving variances or code alternates before developing detailed design documents.  

Examples include: 

• Location of bathrooms and kitchens with respect to hot water distribution mains and fixture run-outs, 
i.e. locating bathrooms “back-to-back” whenever possible. 

• Identify location for heat pumps and storage tanks to facilitate both efficient operation, but also allow 
access for maintenance and replacement. 

• Identify low-flow plumbing fixtures that have been used in past projects that have been found to be 
acceptable to both tenants and property maintenance personnel. 
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Water Heating Plant 
 
EBP Recommendations 

• Water heating equipment uses central air-source heat pump technology as the primary water heating 
equipment. 

• The domestic hot water heating equipment/system design meets the requirements of the most current 
version of NEEA’s commercial/multifamily Advanced Water Heating Specification (AWHS). 

• Supplemental water heating equipment, such as back-up and temperature maintenance heating, uses 
electric resistance or electric heat pump technology.. 

• Heat pumps use a refrigerant with a global warming potential (GWP) no greater than 677.  
• Owner/developer to provide plumbing engineer with the anticipated occupancy by unit type 

(people/unit) to facilitate ‘right-sizing’ the water heating system. In addition, whenever available for a 
similar existing building, provide the following information: 

o Water demands for typical plumbing fixtures and appliances that use hot water. 
o Average submetered daily hot water consumption (gallons/day), by unit type. 
o Hourly or shorter interval hot water demand profile (gallons/hour), by unit or for central hot 

water plant. 
 

Benefits 
• Using heat pumps to generate hot water is the single most impactful measure for reducing site energy 

use and use of fossil fuels in multifamily buildings. 
• Heat pump hot water systems, if not required by code, often qualify for significant utility incentives, 

covering a large portion of the added cost. 
• Use of electric heat pumps in lieu of natural gas heaters insulates owner from the anticipated increase in 

natural gas fuel prices, and locks in long-term reduction in carbon emissions as the electric grid gets 
cleaner. 

 
Considerations 

• Heat pump water heating systems generally require more space than fossil fuel heaters, including a 
location in parking garage or outdoors for heat pump equipment, and space for larger hot water storage 
tanks. 

• Special care needs to be taken when sizing the heat pump, primary storage tanks and the temperature 
maintenance swing tank. Ecotope’s EcoSizer is a free tool recommended for most multifamily 
applications. 

• Low GWP heat pumps options are currently limited, but more options are coming to market as trends in 
code drive towards using heat pumps for water heating and reducing GWP of refrigerants.  

https://ecosizer.ecotope.com/sizer/
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Distribution 
 

Pipe Sizing 
 
EBP Recommendations 

• Size the diameter of water main and building hot and cold water distribution piping using the most 
current version of the International Association of Plumbing & Mechanical Officials (IAPMO) Uniform 
Plumbing Code (UPC) Appendix M Peak Water Demand Calculator (WDC). The method should be used to 
size all piping, including: 

o water main to building 
o make-up water supply to water heating plant 
o the cold and hot water supply piping, including horizontal trunks and risers 
o the branch piping to each apartment manifold or any other branches in the building 

• Plumbing plans or separate submittal includes a screen shot of WDC calculator for all unique piping 
sections listed above, for both the hot and cold water. 

• Where a manifold is being used to distribute water to the fixtures in the apartments, consider the use of 
3/8 inch tubing to the distribute water to the fixtures. Base the decision on the residual pressure that 
will be available to operate each fixture. In general, do not use 3/8” pipe for high-flow rate fixtures, such 
as toilets, tubs, or combination tub/shower valves. 
 

Benefits 
• The WDC sizing method better accounts for probability of coincident residential water demands and low 

flow rates of fixtures now required by code. 
• Right-sizing the distribution piping using Appendix M typically results in significant reduction in diameter 

(1-2 nominal pipe sizes) of domestic water main and other building piping compared with traditional 
UPC water supply fixture units (WSFU) based methods. 

• Reduction in pipe sizes reduces utility system connection cost, monthly utility fees, installation cost, and 
energy lost from the hot water distribution system. 

 
Considerations 

• Many engineers have not used Appendix M, and thus may (initially) require more time and design costs 
to design piping systems with it. 

• The effort to develop this new method started in 2011, but was not codified until the 2018 UPC, and is 
currently only adopted in Seattle and King County jurisdictions of Washington State. Therefore, in other 
jurisdictions, a code alternate is likely required. To support this request, we recommend including 
Appendix B, a memo supporting adopt adoption of UPC Appendix M as an acceptable alternative in 
California.  

• There is not yet an abundance of publicly available measurements of peak demand for existing 
multifamily buildings. Therefore, engineers and contractors may be skeptical of the calculator results. 
Again, the memo referenced above has data that can be shared with engineers uncomfortable with the 
method. 

 

  

https://www.iapmo.org/water-demand-calculator/
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Central Hot Water Distribution Design and Controls 
 
EBP Recommendation 

• Minimize the length of the hot water distribution system piping. This starts with the layout of the hot 
water fixtures in the apartments relative to each other and to where hot water will enter each 
apartment: 

o Develop space plans that locate hot water fixtures close to where the hot water branch will 
enter the apartment.  

o Keep the volume in the branch and twigs from the circulation loop serving the showers to less 
than 0.25 gallons. Using a 1.5 gpm shower, this results in a “first-use” delivery time of roughly 20 
seconds. 

o Keep the length of the branch from the circulation loop or riser to the start of any fixture branch 
to less than 5 feet, including shut off valve, submeter, manifold and total vertical and horizontal 
pipe distances from the riser. Hot water should not be circulated all the way to dwelling unit 
manifolds. 

o Wherever possible, mirror the wet rooms in apartments that share a common wall so that stacks 
of mirrored apartments can share one riser in vertical systems or branch in horizontal systems. 
Coordinate with structural design to locate the riser outside of shear walls and away from solid 
structural framing that cannot be penetrated between units by piping. 

• Provide the following on the plumbing floor plans or other submittals:  
o The proposed pipe routing for each unique unit type. 
o Calculations of hot water pipe volume (in gallons) between the showerhead and the circulated 

hot water source (or water heater), including shut off valve, submeter, the manifold that 
distributes hot water, as well the total vertical and horizontal pipe distances from the riser to 
the showerhead. 

o Calculation of estimated shower hot water delivery time (in seconds). This is calculated by 
dividing the calculated hot water pipe volume by the rated gallons per minute flow rate of the 
showerhead, then multiplying by two. Multiplying by a factor of two accounts for both the time 
it takes to first clear the pipe, but also the thermal energy that is absorbed by room-
temperature piping during first use after a prolonged period no hot water demand, i.e. 
representative of the first morning shower use. 

• Use vertical risers for distribution to multiple floors, as opposed to horizontal (floor-by-floor) distribution 
unless engineering calculations indicate horizontal distribution results in less total system pipe heat loss.  

• Locate the primary hot water heating equipment (i.e. water heaters and primary storage) centrally in the 
building and as close as possible to dwelling units. 

• For large buildings, or buildings that are segmented, consider using more than one hot water 
plant/circulation loop for the building. 

• Recirculation pumps have electrically commutated motors (ECM) with variable speed/flow controls, and 
each riser has properly sized self-actuating thermostatic balancing valves. Valves are readily accessible 
and serviceable (with isolation valves). 

• Use a properly sized electronic thermostatic mixing valve (TMV) to control temperature of hot water 
supplied to the building, configure TMV to revert to full cold or maintain current valve position if the 
circulation pump is shut off (by controller or upon power failure). The TMV should be sized based on the 
peak hot water flow rate determined using Appendix M. 

• Use thermally broken hangers and other pipe supports for all insulated pipe.  
• Insulate hot water supply and recirculation (return) piping with 1” thicker wall insulation than required 

by WSEC. 
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Benefits 
• Multifamily hot water recirculation systems typically account for 30-50% of the energy used to generate 

hot water. Efficient design reduces energy use and is anticipated to reduce plumbing cost. 
• Minimizing water stored in hot water pipes saves material cost and literally prevents money from going 

down the drain as occupants wait for hot water to arrive at the fixture (behavioral waste), and is 
particularly important for showers. 

 
Considerations 

• Optimizing the plumbing design requires architects and plumbing engineers to work together to 
configure dwelling unit plans and locate plumbing components much earlier in design process; this 
coordination should occur no later than schematic design. 

• Sharing a single plumbing riser for two apartments on each floor can often only be accomplished for 
smaller studio and 1- or 2-bedroom apartments with one bathroom where the shut-off/meter is located 
in the drop ceiling of the bathroom or a closet. 

• Thicker pipe insulation increases first cost and may not fit within some wall cavities that would have 
otherwise been used. However, completely insulating the cavity the pipe is located in can be an 
acceptable compromise. 
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Fixtures and Appliances 
 

Toilets 
 
EBP Recommendation 

• Is MaP PREMIUM-rated. 
o WaterSense certified 
o 0.8-1.1 gallons per flush (gpf), depending on equipment availability 

• MaP flush performance score of >800 grams. 
• Avoid dual-flush and pressure/power-assisted toilets.  
• Slope all drain lines ≥ ¼” per foot. 
• Where possible, locate toilet downstream of other fixtures on a drain branch. 
• Incorporate flapper replacement into maintenance schedules to preempt leaks (replace every 5 years). 
• Provide education to tenants related on what to flush to avoid clogs and drain line issues. 

 
Benefits 

• MaP ratings allow for comparison of toilet performance. 
• WaterSense third-party certification provides trust that product has been tested to meet minimum 

requirements. 
• Maintaining a slope ≥ ¼” per foot and locating toilets downstream of other fixtures helps move solids 

along the pipe and improves drain line carry. 
 
Considerations 

• Accommodating greater slope on primary drain lines may require more coordination between plumber 
and architect. 

• Higher performance toilets may cost slightly more, but generally have short payback. 
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Showerheads 
 
EBP Recommendation 

• WaterSense certified. 
• 1.5 GPM. 
• Has a variable/adjustable spray pattern. 
• Specify an acceptable hand-held option for property management to provide if needed. Hand-held 

showers should have hoses with a minimum inside diameter of at least 0.3”. 
 

Benefits 
• WaterSense third-party certification for showerheads provides confidence that product has been tested 

to meet minimum requirements for force, spread and flow rate.  
• Pressure compensating flow regulators provide flow rates closer to the one specified over a wide range 

of actual operating pressures. 
• Showerheads have biggest impact on peak hot water loads, and therefore hot water heating equipment 

size. 
• Larger hoses for hand-held showers will minimize pressure drop and improve shower performance. 

 
Considerations 

• WaterSense is a pass/fail certification, does not address how the showerhead “feels”. Therefore, we 
recommend showerheads with variable spray patterns that may satisfy different showerhead “feel” 
preferences. 

• Neoperl® offers shower flow regulator sample kits, with pressure-compensating orifices to evaluate 
performance of different flow rates/patterns in existing showerheads. 

• Showerheads that produce larger droplets and location of head closer to body translates to lower 
temperature drop before it makes contact. 

• Pipe sizing calculations should account for pressure drop of the anti-scald shower or tub/shower valve 
and the hose for handheld showers.  
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Faucets - Bathroom 
 
EBP Recommendation 

• WaterSense certified and submittal documentation that confirms the faucet’s aerator provides a flow 
rate close to the one specified over a wide range of actual operating pressures. 

• 0.5-1.0 GPM. 
• Use tamperproof spray stream aerator. 
• Consider using cold start faucets. 

 
Benefits 

• Pressure compensating faucet aerators provide flow rates closer to the one specified over a wide range 
of actual operating pressures. See diagram below illustrating the difference in performance between 
fixed orifice and good/high performance pressure compensating aerators. 

 
Considerations 

• WaterSense is a pass/fail certification, and does not address how the faucet “feels.” Aerators that 
produce one stream of water rather than split streams are typically preferred. Neoperl® offers aerator 
sample kits with fixed and pressure-compensating orifices to evaluate performance of different flow 
rates/patterns in existing faucets. 

  
Source: Gary Klein and Associates, Inc. 

https://www.neoperl.net/en/oem/products/aerators/stream.html
https://www.export.roca.com/rocalife/cold-start-technology
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Faucet - Kitchen 
 
EBP Recommendation 

• WaterSense certified and submittal documentation that confirms the faucet’s aerator provides a flow 
rate close to the one specified over a wide range of actual operating pressures. 

• Minimum 1.5 GPM. 
• Pause control and spray pattern options for dishwashing recommended, especially if built-in dishwasher 

is not provided. 
• Consider using cold start faucets. 

 
Benefits 

• Pressure compensating faucet aerators provide flow rates closer to the one specified over a wide range 
of actual operating pressures. 
 

Considerations 
• WaterSense, a pass/fail certification, does not address how the faucet “feels.” Aerators that produce 

one stream of water rather than split streams are typically preferred. Neoperl® offers aerator sample 
kits, with fixed and pressure-compensating orifices to evaluate performance of different flow 
rates/patterns in existing faucets. 

 
 
 
 

  

https://www.export.roca.com/rocalife/cold-start-technology
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Dishwashers 
 
EBP Recommendation 

• Energy Star qualified. 
• Provided for all 2+ bedroom units. 
• Choose model with lowest gallons per cycle (gpc) performance and have filters that can be easily 

cleaned. 
 

Benefits 
• Energy Star qualified products meet strict energy and water saving criteria set by US EPA or DOE. 

Dishwasher appliances are more water efficient than hand dishwashing if the machine is regularly run 
with a full-load. 
 

Considerations 
• Tenants must be trained on how to maintain dishwasher filters and perform regular tub and seal 

cleaning. 
 
 

Clothes Washers 
 
EBP Recommendation 

• Energy Star qualified. 
• In-unit laundry only provided in 3+ bedroom units. 
• Choose model with lowest available integrated water factor (IWF) in price range. 
• Consider only connecting washer to cold water or provide signage to inform tenants that cold water is 

acceptable for all applications. 
 
Benefits 

• Energy Star washers reduce energy use primarily by “spinning out” as much water as possible, which in 
turn reduces dryer energy.  

• Modern detergents effectively clean clothes in cold water. 
• Cold water washing reduces change of fading, shrinking, pilling, and other adverse effects on clothing. 

 
Considerations 

• High-efficiency washers typically have higher first cost and are generally only front loading. 
• Tenants may not be inclined to use cold water for all cycles. 
• Tenants must be trained on how to maintain filters (if included) and perform regular tub and seal 

cleaning. 
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Metering and Monitoring 
 

Metering 
 
EBP Recommendation 

• Install both hot and cold water submeters for every dwelling unit, as well as submeters for laundry 
rooms and janitor closets (one meter for common riser(s) serving these rooms is acceptable). 

• Meters record consumption in 1-gallon increments. 
• Install meters in a tamper-proof enclosure downstream of the unit water shut-off valves, with meter 

transmitters and on-board meter display accessible to maintenance staff. 
• Commissioning of metering system includes 100% testing that meters are assigned to the correct 

dwelling unit and hot or cold use, and accurately report consumption within the metering software 
platform. 

 
Benefits 

• Water/sewer is typically largest component of new multifamily building utility costs. These costs can 
only be managed if the infrastructure to monitor exists. 

• If using central water hot water heating system, hot water submetering is already required by the WSEC. 
Adding cold water meters is a modest additional cost.  

 
Considerations 

• Adding meters after building is constructed costs significantly more. At minimum, spacer tubes should 
be roughed-in between manifold and isolation valves with threaded couplings to allow installation of 
meters in the future. 

• Wireless meters require periodic (~4-7 years) replacement of batteries. 
• Meters don’t stop leaks or reduce over-use; a monitoring system is also needed. 
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Monitoring 
 
EBP Recommendation 

• At minimum, monitoring system automatically records consumption either: a) every hour or b) once 10 
gallons of consumption is measured, and the consumption is reported to a local computer or cloud-
based software platform. 

• Monitoring system has ability to automatically send alerts via email and/or SMS text to property 
management or other person/organization responsible for acting on these messages when any of the 
following conditions occur: 

o On weekly or more frequent basis 
 Continuous levels of consumption, such as that associated with a leaky toilet or faucet 
 No consumption 

o On a daily or more frequent basis 
 Equipment failure 
 High consumption 

• Historical meter data and alerts are stored for a minimum of five years and can be exported for analysis 
outside the metering platform. 

• System automatically sends a report on a weekly or shorter basis that identifies tenants with the highest 
water consumption. 

 
Benefits 

• Email or SMS text alerts mitigate the need for facility managers to periodically log in to  
system to check consumption anomalies. 

 
Considerations 

• Some metering platforms have ongoing software costs that need to be accounted for in operating 
budget. 

• Alerts are generally only useful if there is staff available to take action. 
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REFERENCES & ADDITIONAL RESOURCES  
 

Water Fixtures and Appliances 
• MaP Testing program and product directory, https://www.map-testing.com/ 

• US EPA’s WaterSense - product labeling and education program, https://www.epa.gov/watersense 

• Energy Star online database of clothes washers, dishwashers, and heat pump water heaters that meet 
Energy Star product requirements, https://www.energystar.gov/products 

Water Distribution Design and Sizing 
• IAPMO Water Demand Calculator background documents, including cost saving potential and download 

of most recent version of Excel calculator tool used for UPC Appendix M pipe sizing, 
https://www.iapmo.org/water-demand-calculator/ 

• Code Changes and Implications of Residential Low-Flow Hot Water Fixtures, California Energy 
Commission. Publication Number: CEC-500-2021-043, 
https://www.energy.ca.gov/sites/default/files/2021-09/CEC-500-2021-043.pdf 

• Zhang, Yanda. (Heschong Mahone Group). 2013. Multifamily Central Domestic Hot Water Distribution 
Systems. California Energy Commission. Publication Number: CEC-500-2013-011. 
https://www.redwoodenergy.tech/wp-content/uploads/2017/07/Zhang-mutlifamily-PIER-study-CEC-
500-2013-011.pdf 

• Davila, Alejandro R., Cejudo Marmolejo, Carmen E., and Stoughton, Katherine LM. Domestic Hot Water 
Temperature Maintenance Technology Review. United States: N. p., 2021. 
https://www.osti.gov/servlets/purl/1813897 

Central Heat Pump Water Heating 
• Ecosizer, a free online tool for sizing central water heating systems based on heat pump water heaters 

(HPWHs) in multifamily buildings, https://ecosizer.ecotope.com/sizer/ 

• NEEA’s Advanced Water Heating Specification v8.0, including specifications for Commercial/Multifamily 
Heat Pump Water heaters, https://neea.org/our-work/advanced-water-heating-specification 

• Lighting Design Lab’s - 2021/2022 lecture series on commercial and multifamily heat pump water heating 
design, commissioning, and operations, https://www.lightingdesignlab.com/course-recordings-and-
handouts 

Water Management 
• Residential End Uses of Water, Version 2, Water Research Foundation. 2016, 

https://www.waterrf.org/research/projects/residential-end-uses-water-version-2 

• Toilet Flapper Study: Final Report, Koeller and Company. 2004. https://www.map-
testing.com/assets/reports/Koeller,%20J.%20Toilet%20Flapper%20Field%20Study%20Final%20Report.p
df 

  

https://www.map-testing.com/
https://www.epa.gov/watersense
https://www.energystar.gov/products
https://www.iapmo.org/water-demand-calculator/
https://www.energy.ca.gov/sites/default/files/2021-09/CEC-500-2021-043.pdf
https://www.redwoodenergy.tech/wp-content/uploads/2017/07/Zhang-mutlifamily-PIER-study-CEC-500-2013-011.pdf
https://www.redwoodenergy.tech/wp-content/uploads/2017/07/Zhang-mutlifamily-PIER-study-CEC-500-2013-011.pdf
https://www.osti.gov/servlets/purl/1813897
https://ecosizer.ecotope.com/sizer/
https://neea.org/our-work/advanced-water-heating-specification
https://www.lightingdesignlab.com/course-recordings-and-handouts
https://www.lightingdesignlab.com/course-recordings-and-handouts
https://www.waterrf.org/research/projects/residential-end-uses-water-version-2
https://www.map-testing.com/assets/reports/Koeller,%20J.%20Toilet%20Flapper%20Field%20Study%20Final%20Report.pdf
https://www.map-testing.com/assets/reports/Koeller,%20J.%20Toilet%20Flapper%20Field%20Study%20Final%20Report.pdf
https://www.map-testing.com/assets/reports/Koeller,%20J.%20Toilet%20Flapper%20Field%20Study%20Final%20Report.pdf
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STAY CONNECTED  

If you’re considering developing an exemplary building and would like a sounding board or technical assistance, 

please reach out to us. If you’ve applied our guidelines, we hope you’ll share your feedback. Continuous learning 

is both a guiding principle and a core method of HDC’s Exemplary Buildings Program; your experiences will help 

us continually improve our model and refine the practices we champion. 

 
Contact the Exemplary Buildings Program Task Force at: 
206.682.9541 (HDC office) or https://exemplarybuilding.housingconsortium.org/contact-us/ 
  

https://exemplarybuilding.housingconsortium.org/contact-us/
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APPENDIX A:  

DETERMINING TIME-TO-TAP 

Most people want hot water to arrive quickly and consistently after they turn on a tap. The time-to-tap depends 

on the volume in the pipe from the source of hot water to each plumbing fixture or appliance. The American 

Society of Plumbing Engineers (ASPE) recommends hot water reach plumbing fixtures within 10 seconds or less. 

Delivery time between 11 and 30 seconds is marginal, and 31+ seconds is unacceptable. The table below 

provides guidance on how this guidance translates to pipe volume for various flow rates.  

 

 

The table on the next page shows the volume per foot in ounces and gallons for Type-L copper, CPVC and PEX. 

The dimensions for CPVC and PEX are based on copper tube size (CTS), which means they have the same outside 

diameters. The wall thicknesses are different, resulting in different volumes per foot. For 1/2 inch pipe, the 

length of pipe that contains one cup (8 ounces) of water ranges from 5’ 2” for Type L copper to 6’ 7” for PEX. For 

3/8 inch pipe the length for one cup ranges from 8’ for copper to 12’ for PEX.  
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In general, the minimum pipe diameter allowed by the plumbing code is 1/2" nominal. Today the flow rates of 

water efficient showerheads and faucets are low enough that often they can be supplied by a 3/8” fixture 

branch, which allows fixtures to be located further from the heated water source and still have acceptable time-

to-tap. The total length and diameter of piping from the source of hot water, i.e. hot water tank or hot water 

riser, and the fixture flow rate determines the time-to-tap. The following steps summarize the suggested 

method for calculating the time-to-tap for a typical project: 

1. For each unique unit plan, identify the source of hot water. If the home has a hot water tank, the source 

is the hot outlet from the tank. For central recirculating hot water system, the “source” is the node at 

which the hot water pipe “tees off” of the main riser or other pipe that has water constantly 

recirculating through it. In the example plan below, the source is identified at point A. 

2. The plumbing engineer or other designer should identify on plans the location shut-off valves, 

submeters, manifolds, fixtures, and the twig piping that runs through the home. The proposed routing 

for pipes is an important detail to include on the plans, as it communicates to the design team and 

contractor the routing needed to achieve the specified time-to-tap performance, and allows potential 

obstacles, such as structural beams or HVAC equipment/ductwork, to be identified and accounted for 

prior to construction. 

3. From A, measure each segment of pipe length by diameter. For most central hot water systems, the 

piping between A and B typically includes a shut-off valve, a submeter, and the manifold. These items 

are usually located in the ceiling of a closet or the bathroom, behind an access panel, and all of which 

may have different internal diameters. If the pipe diameter does not change through this section, as an 

approximation, include the complete distance between A and B as a single segment of pipe from where 

it leaves the riser to the end of the manifold, including any changes in elevation. 
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4. From B to C, continue measuring each segment of pipe length by its diameter, including any changes in 

elevation. The piping from the manifold, often called a “home run” or “run out” section of pipe, and is 

typically a continuous section of 1/2” or 3/8” PEX pipe. For trunk-and branch designs, the piping from B 

to C would typically start with a 3/4” trunk with 1/2” or 3/8” branches to each fixture. As an 

approximation, assume all turns are sharp 90° bends. 

5. Point C is the termination of the piping, in the diagram below, for the shower/tub valve in the wall. For a 

faucet, the termination would be the shut-off valve below the sink.  

6. Record all the measurements of pipe length segments by pipe diameter, and determine appropriate 

volume per foot (in ounces) from the table above. Calculate the total volume, in gallons, for each fixture. 

The time-to-tap is calculated using the following equation.  

𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 =  
𝑃𝑃𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑃𝑃𝑇𝑇𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇(𝑇𝑇𝑃𝑃𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑇𝑇𝑜𝑜) × 0.00781 𝑇𝑇𝑃𝑃𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑇𝑇𝑜𝑜𝑔𝑔𝑇𝑇𝑃𝑃  ×  60 𝑜𝑜𝑇𝑇𝑜𝑜𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑜𝑜 

𝐹𝐹𝑇𝑇𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝑃𝑃𝐹𝐹𝑇𝑇𝐹𝐹𝑃𝑃𝑇𝑇𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝑇𝑇𝐹𝐹𝑇𝑇  (𝑔𝑔𝑇𝑇𝑃𝑃/𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑜𝑜)
 

where: 

TimeToTapideal = Time, in seconds, for hot water to arrive at fixture under ideal conditions 

PipeVolume = Total volume, in ounces, of water stored in piping between hot water source and the 

fixture 

FixtureFlowRate = The flow rate of the fixture in the “full hot” position, in gallons per minute 

7. The formula above assumes the piping from the riser to the fixture is perfectly insulated and the 

plumbing system has no mass to absorb heat as the water flows through it. The calculation above also 

does not include variations in diameter through fittings or the runout to the fixtures from the wall. After 

accounting for these factors, the first hot water draw through the piping system realistically takes twice 

the “ideal” time calculated above to get hot (105-110°F) water to flow from the fixture. In other words: 

 
𝑻𝑻𝑻𝑻𝑻𝑻𝑻𝑻𝑻𝑻𝑻𝑻𝑻𝑻𝑻𝑻𝑻𝑻𝒇𝒇𝑻𝑻𝒇𝒇𝒇𝒇𝒇𝒇−𝒖𝒖𝒇𝒇𝑻𝑻 = 𝑻𝑻𝑻𝑻𝑻𝑻𝑻𝑻𝑻𝑻𝑻𝑻𝑻𝑻𝑻𝑻𝑻𝑻𝑻𝑻𝒊𝒊𝑻𝑻𝑻𝑻𝒊𝒊  × 𝟐𝟐  

 

The calculations for each of the figures shown in the example plan on the next page are provided, demonstrating 

this calculation method and the resulting time-to-tap expected when the fixture is first-used. 
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Floor plan background: Ecotope (for SHA’s Sawara demonstration project) 
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Diameter Horizontal Vertical Total
(in) (ft) (ft) (ft)

Riser To Manifold 3/4 2.8 0 2.8
To Kitchen Sink 1/2 16.4 6 22.4
To Tub/Shower 1/2 18.9 4 22.9
To Lavatory Sink 1/2 18 6 24

Riser To 
Manifold

Kitchen Sink Tub/Shower Lavatory Sink

Diameter (in, nominal) 3/4 1/2 1/2 1/2
Length (ft) 2.80 22.40 22.90 24.00
Volume per foot2 (ounces) 2.35 0.64 0.64 0.64
Pipe volume (ounces) 6.58 14.34 14.66 15.36
Total Pipe Volume1 (ounces) 20.92 21.24 21.94
Total Pipe volume (gal) 0.16 0.17 0.17

Kitchen Sink Tub/Shower Lavatory Sink
Fixture Flow Rate (gpm) 1.50 1.50 1.00
Time-to-tap_ideal (sec) 7 7 10
Time-to-tap_first use3 (sec) 13 13 21

1) Riser to manifold included for each fixture
2) From table for 'PEX CTS SDR 9'
3) First use time is roughly 2x the ideal time due to heat absorbed by piping

Piping Measurements

Pipe Volume Calculations

Time to Tap
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APPENDIX B:  

MEMORANDUM TO SUPPORT ADOPTION OF           

UPC APPENDIX M IN CALIFORNIA 
 

The following document is a petition to adopt Uniform Plumbing Code, Appendix M “Peak Water Demand 

Calculator” into the California Plumbing Code. It includes very useful background and rationale for engineers and 

code authorities to consider if Appendix M must be approved as an ‘alternate means or method’ on a project-by-

project basis. The piping cost analysis included in Attachment 4 was developed in the context of the Hobson 

Place South Exemplary Buildings project. Within Washington state at the time these guidelines were published, 

Appendix M is only formally adopted in Seattle/King County; its availability is anticipated statewide in 2023. 

This document is also available on the web here: https://calwep.org/wp-content/uploads/2021/10/2021-

1012_Memo-to-Support-Adoption-of-UPC-Appendix-M_v1.0.pdf 

 

Note: The following pages retain the page numbers of the original document. 

  

 

https://calwep.org/wp-content/uploads/2021/10/2021-1012_Memo-to-Support-Adoption-of-UPC-Appendix-M_v1.0.pdf
https://calwep.org/wp-content/uploads/2021/10/2021-1012_Memo-to-Support-Adoption-of-UPC-Appendix-M_v1.0.pdf


  Last updated: 10/12/2021 
Version 1.0 

 1 

Memorandum to Support Statewide Adoption of Uniform Plumbing 
Code Appendix M into the California Plumbing Code 
 

Date: November 1, 2021 

From: Gary Klein, Gary Klein and Associates, Inc. 

To: California Buildings Standards Commission (CBSC) staff 

Copied: Staff members from the California Department of Housing and Community Development 

(HCD), the California General Services Administration Division of State Architect (DSA), the 

California Office of Statewide Health Planning and Development (OSHPD), and California 

Department of Water Resources (DWR) 

Subject: Title 24 Petition to adopt Uniform Plumbing Code, Appendix M “Peak Water Demand 

Calculator” (UPC Appendix M) into the California Plumbing Code (Title 24, Part 5 or CPC) 

during 2022 Intervening Code Cycle 

 

Introduction 
This memorandum provides supporting analysis for the Title 24 Petition to adopt Uniform Plumbing 

Code, Appendix M “Peak Water Demand Calculator” (UPC Appendix M) into the California Plumbing 

Code (Title 24, Part 5 or CPC) as an alternative methodology for sizing water pipes in new single family 

and multifamily residential buildings.  

 

This memorandum includes the following attachments: 

• Attachment 1 – Nine-Point Criteria Analysis (for compliance with HSC Section 18930), 

• Attachment 2 – Factsheet on UPC Appendix M (includes a list of Documents Relied Upon), 

• Attachment 3 – Details for 16 Existing Multifamily Buildings (used in the analysis), and 

• Attachment 4 – Additional Information on Cost Savings. 

Code Change Proposal 
During 2022 Intervening Code Cycle, this code change proposal is to: 

• Adopt UPC Appendix M into the CPC and 

• Amend CPC, Chapter 6, Section 610.5 “Sizing per Appendices A and C” by adding a reference to 

Appendix M as an alternative method of sizing water supply systems. Proposed language: 

 

Section 610.5 Sizing Per Appendices A, and C, and M. Except as provided in Section 610.4, 

the size of each water piping system shall be determined in accordance with the procedure set 

forth in Appendix A. For alternate methods of sizing water supply systems, see Appendix C and 

Appendix M. 

 

The changes above to the code language are marked with red underlining (new language) and 

strikethroughs (deletions). Attachment 1 includes our analysis of how adopting UPC Appendix M meets the 

nine-point criteria outlined in Health and Safety Code (HSC) Section 18930(a).		

Background and Statewide Significance 
Three clauses from UPC Appendix M provide context for this memorandum: 
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M101.1 Applicability. This appendix provides a method for estimating the demand load for the 
building water supply and principal branches for single- and multi-family dwellings with water-
conserving plumbing fixtures, fixture fittings, and appliances. 

 
M 102.2 Water Demand Calculator. The estimated design flow rate for the building supply 
and principal branches and risers shall be determined by the IAPMO Water Demand 
Calculator available for download at https://www.iapmo.org/water-demand-calculator/ 

 
M 102.7 Size of Water Piping per Appendix A. Except as provided in Section M 102.0 for 
estimating the demand load for single- and multi-family dwellings, the size of each water 
piping system shall be determined in accordance with the procedure set forth in Appendix A. 
After determining the permissible friction loss per 100 feet (30 480 mm) of pipe in 
accordance with Section A 104.0 and the demand flow in accordance with the Water Demand 
Calculator, the diameter of the building supply pipe, branches and risers shall be obtained 
from Chart A 105.1(1) through Chart A 105.1(7), whichever is applicable, in accordance with 
Section A 105.0 and Section A 106.0. Velocities shall be in accordance with Section A 107.0. 
Appendix I (IS 31), Figure 3 and Figure 4 shall be permitted when sizing PEX systems. 

 

Following the procedures in UPC Appendix M, the estimated design flow rates for single family and 

multifamily dwellings are determined using the IAPMO Water Demand Calculator. These flow rates 

(instead of those estimated using the Water Supply Fixture Unit (WSFU) method) are then incorporated 

into the pipe size selection method contained in CPC/UPC Appendix A. 

 
The addition of UPC Appendix M would be consistent with the existing requirements in California’s 

Appliance Efficiency Regulations (Title 20) that specify that plumbing fixtures, fixture fittings, and 

appliances sold in California be water efficient.1 It also compliments the requirements on compact hot 

water distribution design in the California Energy Code (Title 24, Part 6),2 and the California Green 

Building Standards Code (Title 24, Part 11 or CALGreen).3 Designs based on UPC Appendix M result in 

smaller pipe diameters for the water supply and principal branches compared to current practice; compact 

hot water distribution designs result in shorter pipe lengths to deliver hot water at a fixture. These two 

measures are complimentary. 

 

The adoption of UPC Appendix M into the CPC would enable the voluntary use of Appendix M for all 

residential occupancies that fall within the jurisdictions of HCD, CBSC, DSA, and OSHPD. Statewide 

adoption would make it equally convenient to use CPC Appendix A and UPC Appendix M.  

 

Other states and local jurisdictions have taken the lead in adopting UPC Appendix M, including Nevada 

(2018), North Dakota (2020), Oregon (2021), and City of Seattle and King County, Washington (2021). 

In 2019, Foster City, California, adopted the voluntary use of UPC Appendix M as a mitigation measure 

in conjunction with the Bay Area Water Supply and Conservation Agency drought contingency plan. The 

California Energy Commission is also considering adopting a new compliance credit in the 2022 

CBECC-Res software for projects using UPC Appendix M for pipe sizing in multifamily dwellings. 

 

 
1 Sections 1605.1(o) and (p), 1605.3(h) of California Code of Regulations, Appliance Efficiency Regulations 
https://govt.westlaw.com/calregs/Browse/Home/California/CaliforniaCodeofRegulations?guid=I8F8F3BC0D44E11DEA95CA44
28EC25FA0&originationContext=documenttoc&transitionType=Default&contextData=(sc.Default) 
2 Per Section 150.1(C)8 of 2019 Title 24, Part 6, compact hot water distribution system is an option for prescriptive compliance 
for low rise residential buildings. https://www.energy.ca.gov/sites/default/files/2021-06/CEC-400-2018-020-CMF_0.pdf  
3 Per Section A4.203.1.2 of 2019 Title 24, Part 11, compact hot water distribution system is one of the prerequisite compliance 
options for residential voluntary measures in new construction. https://codes.iccsafe.org/content/CGBC2019P3/appendix-a4-
residential-voluntary-measures#CGBC2019P3_AppxA4_SecA4.2  
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The Factsheet in Attachment 2 provides additional background information, links to the adopted codes, 

and the list of Documents Relied Upon to prepare this memorandum. 

Problem Definition and Measure Benefits 
In California, the standard practice is to use CPC Appendix A (sometimes with the addition of C –

bathroom groups) to estimate peak water demand and ultimately to determine pipe sizing. Figure 1 

compares standard practice (UPC or CPC Appendix A, also known as the Hunter’s curve) to observed 

99th percentile flow rates for the main hot supply pipe in 16 multifamily buildings ranging in size from 8 

to 384 apartments. The figure underscores that the standard practice – based on the Hunter’s curve – 

overestimates the peak flow rates when compared to use with plumbing fixtures and appliances that have 

been in buildings since the Energy Policy Act of 1992 went into effect the mid-1990s. The observed peak 

hot water flow rates are 80-96 percent less than the peak predicted using UPC Appendix A methodology. 

Overestimating peak water flow rates results in pipe diameters that are much larger than needed for 

modern buildings.  

 

Please refer to Attachment 3 for the details on the multifamily buildings used in the analysis. Note that 

alphabetical labels for the buildings in Figure 1 denote the same buildings in Attachment 3 and Figure 2.  

 

Using UPC Appendix M to calculate peak water demand for the building supply and principal branches 

then subsequently using these peak demand values in CPC/UPC Appendix A when sizing water pipes 

provides the following benefits: 

• Construction cost savings due to  

– Smaller diameter pipes and fittings, valves, pumps, and other equipment, 

– Smaller inside diameter pipe insulation, and 

– Smaller water service entrance size, resulting in smaller water meter size with lower connection 

fees. 

• Ongoing cost savings due to 

– Water savings from faster hot water delivery times, resulting in smaller monthly water service 

charges and lower associated volumetric sewer charges,  

– Energy savings due to decreased heat loss in hot water distribution system, particularly in 

multifamily buildings with a recirculation system, and 

– Embedded energy savings for the water and wastewater utilities due to customer indoor water 

savings. 

• Reduced public health and safety risk and improved water quality due to shorter water dwell times 

within plumbing systems. Each floor plan determines the distance between the mechanical room and 

the fixtures. UPC Appendix M does not change the length of the pipe, only the diameter. With the 

pipe diameter on each segment reduced, the pipe volume will be reduced. 
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Figure 1: Comparing UPC Appendix A (Hunter’s Curve) to Actual Peak Flow Rates (99th Percentile) in 

Multifamily Buildings (ranging in size from 8 to 384 apartments). Figure 1A shows data for all buildings 

analyzed to date. Figure 1B zooms in on the cluster of buildings with fewer than 300 Water Supply 

Fixture Units (WSFU). 

UPC Appendix M Methodology is a Conservative Approach 
Figure 2 compares the monitored data from the 16 multifamily buildings to the peak water demand 

estimates based on UPC Appendix M. The comparison shows that UPC Appendix M is still a 

conservative approach to estimate peak water flow rates, providing a margin of safety at least 1.8 times 

the measured data in multifamily buildings.   

 

The multifamily buildings are of special interest because the probabilities of peak water use in Peak 

Water Demand Calculator were based on analyzing data for over 1,000 single family dwellings. The 

derived probabilities were assumed to apply to multifamily buildings. 

 

A. 

B. 
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Figure 2: Comparing Design Estimates to Actual Peak Hot Water Flow Rates (99th Percentile) in 

Multifamily Buildings. UPC Appendix A values for buildings M, N, O, and P are out of scale and are 

shown in Attachment 3. 

Water and Energy Impacts 
Reducing the volume of water in the piping will result in structural savings of water and energy. If the 

pipe volume is cut in half, there is half as much water to clear out of the hot water piping at the beginning 

of a hot water event and there is half as much water that will cool down when the event is over. Water 

will be saved from needing to wait less time for hot water to arrive. Energy savings will be achieved in 

three ways:  

• Less energy needed for keeping a smaller diameter recirculation loop from a central water heating 

system hot,  
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• Less water (with associated embedded electricity) running down the drain while waiting for the hot 

water to arrive, and 

• Less hot water in the branch pipes that cool down between uses (less heat loss). 

 

The table below summarizes preliminary conservative estimates for annual per dwelling water and energy 

savings (from reducing structural and not behavioral waste). The values marked as TBD will be added prior to 

submitting the petition. 

 

Table 1: Estimated Annual Water and Energy Impacts Per Dwelling Unit 

Building Type 
Water Savings 

(gal/Dwelling 
Unit per Year) 

Embedded 
Electricity Savings  

(kWh/Dwelling 
Unit per Year) 

Natural Gas Savings 
(therms/Dwelling Unit 

per Year) 

 

Low-Rise Loaded Corridor, 3-story, 
24-unit building in Sunnyvale, CA  404 2.0 3.4 (recirc loop only)  

Prototype Low-Rise Garden Style, 
two-story, eight-unit building TBD TBD 1.0 – 1.2 (recirc loop only)  (1) 

Prototype Mid-Rise Loaded 
Corridor, three-story, 36-unit 
building 

TBD TBD 1.4 – 1.7 (recirc loop only)   (1) 

Prototype Mid-Rise Mixed-Use, 
five-story, 96-unit building TBD TBD 2.3 – 2.8 (recirc loop only)   (1) 

Prototype High-Rise Mixed-Use, 10-
story, 108-unit building TBD TBD 2.6 – 3.1 (recirc loop only)   (1) 

Single family dwelling 128 0.62 TBD (2) 
Notes: Water savings are from reduced structural water waste due to faster hot water delivery times. For embedded 
electricity savings, assumed 4,848 kWh/million gallons. A recirculation loop is abbreviated as recirc loop. 
(1) Prototype buildings are based on Ecotope designs documented in 2022 CASE Report on Multifamily Domestic 
Hot Water Distribution4; natural gas savings vary based on climate zone.  
(2) Based on the analysis of LBNL data, the structural waste is reported to be 0.7 gal per shower event. Assumed a 
home with water pipes sized using UPC Appendix M will save 0.35 gal per shower event. Assumed one shower event 
per dwelling per day. Estimates do not account for water savings due to faster hot water delivery time at faucets.    

Cost Savings 
In 2020, I had the opportunity to evaluate the design of the plumbing for a 92-unit multifamily building in 

Seattle, Washington. Each apartment had one bathroom (shower, lavatory faucet, and toilet) and a kitchen 

(kitchen faucet only). I calculated the peak water flow rates using the methods in both UPC Appendix A 

and Appendix M and then used UPC Appendix A with each of those values to size the piping. The 

configuration of the plumbing was the same in both calculations, the differences in diameters were due to 

the different estimates of peak water demand. Water velocities and pressure drops were considered when 

selecting the pipe diameters from the building entrance to the branches to each apartment. 

 

Table 2 shows the comparisons of peak flow rates and resulting pipe sizes for the building water supply 

and the hot water branch. The UPC Appendix M method predicts a significantly smaller peak water 

demand: both the building water supply and the hot water branch will experience more than nine times 

less demand than predicted by UPC Appendix A. The UPC Appendix A predictions for pipe diameter 

result in 3-inch pipe for both the building water supply and the hot water branch. Using UPC Appendix M 

 
4 https://title24stakeholders.com/wp-content/uploads/2020/09/2022_T24_Final-CASE-Report-MF-DHW-Dist.pdf (electronic 
page 79, 187) 
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peak flow rates would result in these pipe diameters being right-sized down to 1-inch pipe. The 

corresponding reduction in internal pipe volume is somewhat more than 50 percent. 

 

Table 2. Comparison of Peak Water Demand and Pipe Size for a 92-unit Multifamily Building 

 Building Water Supply Hot Water Branch 

Sizing Method Peak Flow Rate 
(gpm) 

Pipe Size 
(inches) 

Peak Flow Rate 
(gpm) 

Pipe Size 
(inches) 

UPC Appendix A 127 3 105 3 
UPC Appendix M 14 1 11 1 

 

Summing up all of the initial cost savings together indicates that the reductions in first costs can be on the 

order of $500-$1,000 per apartment. For operational cost savings, savings from less water and energy use 

will continue for the life of the building. Since water will be saved while waiting for hot water to arrive, 

water and associated sewer charges could be reduced. Attachment 4 provides more details on cost 

savings. 

 

Please see 2020 Stantec Report and 2021 Alliance for Water Efficiency Report in the Documents Relied 

Upon section of Attachment 2 for their analysis of the cost savings. 

Conclusion 
In conclusion, the Statewide CASE Team and I encourage the CBSC, HCD, DSA, and OSHPD to adopt 

UPC Appendix M into the CPC during the 2022 Intervening Code Adoption Cycle.  
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Attachment 1: Nine-Point Criteria Analysis 
As outlined in the table below, adopting UPC Appendix M meets the nine-point criteria outlined in Health 

and Safety Code (HSC) Section 18930(a).5 

 
Table 3: HSC 18930(a) Building Standards Nine-Point Criteria and Adoption of 2021 UPC Appendix M 

into CPC 

HSC 18930(a) Building Standards Nine-Point 
Criteria 

Proposal to Adopt 2021 UPC Appendix M into CPC 

(1) The proposed building standards do not conflict 
with, overlap, or duplicate other building standards. 

The proposal meets this criterion.  

(2) The proposed building standard is within the 
parameters established by enabling legislation and is 
not expressly within the exclusive jurisdiction of 
another agency. 

The proposal meets this criterion. 

(3) The public interest requires the adoption of the 
building standards. The public interest includes, but is 
not limited to, health and safety, resource efficiency, 
fire safety, seismic safety, building and building 
system performance, and consistency with 
environmental, public health, and accessibility statutes 
and regulations. 

Using 2021 UPC Appendix M “Peak Water Demand 
Calculator” to size water pipes results in: 
• Reduced public health and safety risk and 

improved water quality due to shorter water dwell 
times in plumbing systems. 

• Water and embedded energy savings due to faster 
hot water delivery times. 

• Additional energy savings due to decreased heat 
loss in distribution system, particularly in 
multifamily buildings with a recirculation system.  

(4) The proposed building standard is not 
unreasonable, arbitrary, unfair, or capricious, in whole 
or in part. 

The proposal meets this criterion. 

(5) The cost to the public is reasonable, based on the 
overall benefit to be derived from the building 
standards. 

Using 2021 UPC Appendix M “Peak Water Demand 
Calculator” to size water pipes results in construction 
cost savings due to smaller diameter pipes and fittings, 
less pipe insulation material, and reduced water service 
entrance size. 

(6) The proposed building standard is not unnecessarily 
ambiguous or vague, in whole or in part. 

The proposal meets this criterion. 

(7) The applicable national specifications, published 
standards, and model codes have been incorporated 
therein as provided in this part, where appropriate. 

The proposal meets this criterion. Appendix M is part 
of 2021 IAPMO UPC model code.  

(8) The format of the proposed building standards is 
consistent with that adopted by the commission. 

The proposal meets this criterion. 

(9) The proposed building standard, if it promotes fire 
and panic safety, as determined by the State Fire 
Marshal, has the written approval of the State Fire 
Marshal. 

This criterion is not applicable. 

 
5 HSC 18930(a), Division 13 Housing, Part 2.5 State Building Standards, Chapter 3 Powers of the Commission 
https://leginfo.legislature.ca.gov/faces/codes_displayText.xhtml?lawCode=HSC&division=13.&title=&part=2.5.&c
hapter=3.&article= 
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Attachment 2: Factsheet on UPC Appendix M “Peak Water 
Demand Calculator” 
The purpose of this factsheet is to provide information about an opportunity to adopt into California 

Plumbing Code (CPC) an alternative methodology for sizing water pipes in new residential buildings as 

prescribed in 2021 Uniform Plumbing Code (UPC) Appendix M “Peak Water Demand Calculator.” 

 

Scope of 2021 
UPC Appendix M 

2021 UPC Appendix M provides a method for estimating the demand load for the building 
water supply and principal branches for single family and multifamily dwellings with water-
conserving plumbing fixtures, fixture fittings, and appliances. 

Background Key points about UPC Appendix M “Peak Water Demand Calculator”: 
• Peer-reviewed alternative pipe sizing methodology that was developed in response to the 

increased prevalence of low-flow fixtures in California and other states. 
• Culmination of a multi-year project, 2011- 2017, sponsored by the International Association 

of Plumbing and Mechanical Officials (IAPMO). 
• First major update of water pipe sizing in buildings in over 80 years. 
• Added as Appendix M “Peak Water Demand Calculator” to 2018 IAPMO UPC for the first 

time; Appendix M was approved to remain in 2021 UPC. 
Benefits Using 2021 UPC Appendix M “Peak Water Demand Calculator” to size water pipes results 

in: 
• Reduced public health and safety risk and improved water quality due to shorter water dwell 

times in plumbing systems. 
• Water and embedded energy savings due to faster hot water delivery times. 
• Additional energy savings due to decreased heat loss in distribution system, particularly in 

multifamily buildings with a recirculation system.  
• Construction cost savings due to smaller diameter pipes and fittings, less pipe insulation 

material, and reduced water service entrance size. 
Adoption in CA • In 2019 CPC code cycle, 2018 UPC was adopted but not its Appendix M.  

• Effective with the 2019 CPC, Foster City, California, adopted the voluntary use of Appendix 
M in its jurisdiction as part of the mitigation measures in conjunction with the Bay Area 
Water Supply and Conservation Agency (BAWSCA) drought contingency plan. 

• The California Energy Commission is considering adopting a new credit in 2022 Compliance 
Software (CBECC-Res) for projects using UPC Appendix M for pipe sizing in multifamily 
dwellings. 

• While local jurisdictions in California can adopt 2021 UPC Appendix M within their 
jurisdiction, statewide adoption will remove the need for this additional step. 

• AB 1434, Friedman 2021, proposes to amend Section 10609.4 of the Water Code to lower 
the standard for indoor residential water use from 55 to 40 gallons per capita per day in three 
steps starting in January 2023, January 2025, and January 2030. Calculating peak water 
demands in accordance with UPC Appendix M and using these lower values to size 
residential piping systems will support achieving these targets. 

Adoption Status 
Outside of CA 

• In 2018, State of Nevada adopted UPC Appendix M into 2018 Nevada Plumbing Code. 
• In 2020, State of North Dakota adopted UPC Appendix M into 2018 North Dakota Plumbing 

Code (effective April 1, 2020).  
• In 2021, State of Oregon adopted UPC Appendix M into 2021 Oregon Plumbing Specialty 

Code (effective April 1, 2021). 
• In 2021, City of Seattle and King County, Washington, adopted UPC Appendix M into 2018 

Seattle Plumbing Code. 
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Documents Relied 
Upon 

• 2021 UPC, Appendix M “Peak Water Demand Calculator” 
http://epubs.iapmo.org/2021/UPC/#p=453  
https://www.uniformcodes.org/water-demand-calculator 

• 2017 Study on Peak Water Demand by S. Buchberger et al. (basis for Water Demand 
Calculator)  
https://www.iapmo.org/media/3857/peak-water-demand-study-executive-summary.pdf 

• 2020 Study on Water Demand Calculator by Stantec (assessment of cost savings from 
using Water Demand Calculator) 
https://www.iapmo.org/group/update/stantec-wdc-savings-study 
https://www.iapmo.org/media/25276/water_demand_calculator_report_summary.pdf 

• 2021 Report on Connection Fees and Service Charges by Meter Size by Alliance for 
Water Efficiency (assessment of cost savings from downsizing meters) 
https://www.iapmo.org/media/25939/awe-meter-size-connection-fee-research.pdf 
 

• Case Study on Applying Water Demand Calculator on a Project in the State of New 
York  
https://www.phcppros.com/articles/11971-practically-perfect-plumbing-in-multifamily  

 
• Adoption of UPC Appendix M into Foster City Municipal Code 

https://www.codepublishing.com/CA/FosterCity/?FosterCity15/FosterCity1516.html&?f  
• Adoption of UPC Appendix M into 2018 Seattle Plumbing Code  

https://www.seattle.gov/Documents/Departments/SDCI/Codes/PlumbingCode/2018Seatt
lePlumbingCode.pdf  

• Adoption of UPC Appendix M into 2018 Nevada Plumbing Code 
https://up.codes/viewer/nevada/upc-2018/chapter/M/peak-water-demand-calculator#M 

• Adoption of UPC Appendix M into 2018 North Dakota Plumbing Code 
https://casetext.com/regulation/north-dakota-administrative-code/title-62-state-board-of-
plumbing/article-62-031-plumbing-installation-standards/chapter-62-031-01-
administration/section-62-031-01-01-effective-412020conformance-with-the-north-
dakota-plumbing-code  

• Adoption of UPC Appendix M into 2021 Oregon Plumbing Specialty Code 
https://www.oregon.gov/bcd/codes-stand/code-adoption/Pages/2020-opsc-adoption.aspx 
 

• 2022 California Energy Code (2022 Title 22, Part 6), Proposed Measure C “CPC 
Appendix M Sizing” 
https://title24stakeholders.com/measures/cycle-2022/multifamily-domestic-hot-water/ 

• AB 1434, Friedman, 2021, Bill to amend Section 10609.4 of the Water Code 
https://leginfo.legislature.ca.gov/faces/billNavClient.xhtml?bill_id=202120220AB1434 
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Attachment 3: Details for 16 Existing Multifamily Buildings 
The effort to collect more peak water flow data, particularly on cold branch, is ongoing. 
Table 4: Summary of detailed data for the multifamily buildings from Figure 1 and Figure 2  

  Monitoring Data UPC Appendix M UPC Appendix A  

 
City Monitored 

Apartments 

Monitoring 
Period 
(days) 

99th Percentile 
Flow Rate 

(gpm) 

Design 
Estimate 

(gpm) 

Percent 
Difference 

Water Supply 
Fixture Units 

(WSFUs) 

Design 
Estimate 

(gpm) 

Percent 
Difference 

 

A Davis, CA 8 304 2 6 62% 27 19 89%  

B Oakland, CA 8 10 4 13 73% 42 25 86% (1) 
C Atascadero, CA 10 257 6 17 67% 90 41 86%   
D Atascadero, CA 12 257 5 17 69% 95 42 88%  
E Davis, CA 32 304 4 8 51% 108 46 91%   
F Oakland, CA 24 14 10 18 44% 123 49 80%  
G New Hartford, NY  35 26 3 10 65% 127 50 93% (3)  
H San Francisco, CA 15 9 6 19 70% 169 59 90%  
I Seattle, WA 60 823 5 12 61% 215 68 93% (1) 
J Rotterdam, NY 24 18 5 19 74% 225 70 93% (1), (3) 
K Gloversville, NY 40 12 6 20 72% 246 74 92% (1), (3) 
L Rome, NY 83 15 5 13 64% 295 84 94%  
M San Francisco, CA 120 12 10 32 70% 603 143 93%   
N San Francisco, CA 134 12 13 33 61% 665 155 92% (1) 
O Albany, NY 209 21 7 22 68% 735 168 96%  (3) 
P Seattle, WA 384 609 19 85 78% 3802 500 96% (2), (3) 
     Average 66%   91%  
     Median 68%   92%  

(1) Data for this site only considers flows above 0.1 gpm to be non-zero due to possible underestimation of zero flow events (e.g., calibration errors or leaks). 
This fix has the effect of slightly overestimating the observed 99th percentile flow rate. (2) The UPC Appendix A WSFU landed off the Appendix A design 
estimate gpm curve. The given value for UPC Appendix A gpm is the last value on the curve. (3) Monitoring data includes hot water use in common and/or utility 
areas; UPC Appendix M design value does not include this additional water use (conservative approach for comparing observed vs. predicted flow rates). 
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Table 5: Summary of fixture counts for the multifamily (MF) buildings used in the analysis  

 
Occupancy Type Combo 

Bath/Shower 
Lavatory 

Faucet Shower Dishwasher Kitchen 
Faucet 

Clothes 
Washer 

A MF Low Income 0 8 8 0 8 0 
B MF Market Rate (Rent Controlled) 8 8 0 0 8 1 
C MF Low Income 18 18 0 10 10 0 
D MF Low Income 18 18 0 12 12 0 
E MF Low Income 0 32 32 0 32 0 
F MF Market Rate 24 24 0 0 24 2 
G MF Senior 0 35 35 0 35 3 
H MF Low Income 24 24 0 15 15 15 

I MF Senior 
Low Income 0 60 60 0 60 4 

J MF Net Zero (Mixed Occupancy) 24 28 4 24 24 24 
K MF Low-and-Moderate Income 40 40 0 40 40 2 
L MF Senior 0 83 83 0 83 5 
M MF Low Income 120 120 0 0 120 6 
N MF Low Income 134 134 0 0 134 4 
O MF Senior 0 209 209 0 209 10 
P MF Market Rate 454 565 0 384 384 384 

 
 
For standard practice (UPC/CPC Appendix A methodology), fixture counts are converted into Water Supply Fixture Units (WSFUs), which in turn 
are used to determine design flow rate based on lookup table/graph codified in UPC/CPC; for this analysis, WSFUs were calculated based on the 
conversion factors in UPC/CPC Appendix A and are included in the table below for convenience.  
 
For UPC Appendix M methodology, the concept of WSFUs is not used; the design flow rate is determined based on fixture counts, probabilities of 
use, and fixture flow rates. For this analysis, default fixture flow rates from Water Demand Calculator were used (except for two new construction 
buildings in Davis, CA) and are included in the table below for convenience. The two buildings in Davis have kitchen faucets rated at 1.8 gpm, so 
1.8 value was used for kitchen faucet fixture flow when determining UPC Appendix M design estimate (conservative approach for comparing 
observed vs. predicted flow rates). 
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Table 6: Conversion factors for Water Supply Fixture Units (WSFU) and default flow rates from Peak Water Demand Calculator 

 

Total Building 
Supply 

Hot Water Branch Cold Water Branch 
UPC Appendix M Water 

Demand Calculator 

 

Conversion 
Factor to WSFU 

Conversion 
Factor to WSFU 

Conversion 
Factor to WSFU 

Default Fixture Flow 
Rate (gpm) 

Bathtub 4 3 3 5.5 
Combination Bath/Shower 4 3 3 5.5 
Lavatory Faucet 1 0.75 0.75 1.5 
Shower 2 1.5 1.5 2.0 
Water Closet (cold branch ONLY) 2.5 0 1.875 3.0 
Dishwasher (hot branch ONLY) 1.5 1.125 0 1.3 
Kitchen Faucet 1.5 1.125 1.125 2.2 
Clothes Washer 4 3 3 3.5 

Notes: dishwasher is connected to hot water line only; water closet is connected to cold water line only.
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Attachment 4: Additional Information on Cost Savings 
Table 7 compares the first costs of the piping for the 92-unit multifamily building in Seattle using both 
methods for pipe sizing: one based on WSFUs and another based on the Water Demand Calculator. The 
total pipe length is 2,314 feet in both cases; the difference is the lengths of each pipe diameter. When 
using UPC Appendix M, the building no longer needs pipe larger than 1-inch nominal diameter. The cost 
savings for the pipe only are estimated to be about $5,000 for the whole building. There are additional 
estimated first cost savings of about $5,000 for the fittings and valves throughout the building, and the 
pumps, and other major equipment in the mechanical room.  
 
Table 7. Comparison of Piping Costs for a 92-unit Multifamily Building 

 
 
In addition to the cost savings in the piping and related equipment, since the Water Demand Calculator 
method predicts that the peak hot water demand will be more than nine times smaller compared to the 
WSFU method, the water heater can be sized much smaller as well. For a 35-unit multifamily building in 
New York State built in 2020 using UPC Appendix M method to size the pipes, where there was only a 
factor of four decrease in peak hot water demand, the builder was able to save about $20,000 on the water 
heaters.  
 
A smaller building water supply (based on the smaller peak water demand) should result in a smaller 
water meter. Connection fees and development charges vary widely, but the savings ranged from 
$16,000-$68,000 for the 92-unit building in Seattle. Assuming that the water meter can be reduced in size 
to better match the diameter of the building water supply, the monthly service charge based on meter size 
could also be reduced. 

 

3 20 18.75$     375$                  0 18.75$     -$            
2.5 90 13.81$     1,243$               0 13.81$     -$            

2 114 10.55$     1,203$               0 10.55$     -$            
1.5 136 5.26$       715$                  0 5.26$       -$            

1.25 346 4.50$       1,557$               0 4.50$       -$            
1 808 1.70$       1,374$               176 1.70$       299$           

0.75 730 0.94$       686$                  1908 0.94$       1,794$       
0.5 70 0.57$       40$                     230 0.57$       131$           

Totals 2314 7,193$               2314 2,224$       

Cost per 
Dimension 

($)

Prices are for PEX piping taken from www.ferguson.com on September 18, 2020. Table shows only the 
differences in the cost of the pipe for both hot and cold. 

Nominal Dia. 
(in)

Total 
(feet)

Cost per 
Foot ($)

Cost per 
Dimension ($)

Total 
(feet)

Cost per 
Foot ($)

4-Story Apartment Building in Seattle, 92 units, 1 bath and 12 Washing Machines
Water Supply Fixture Unit Method Water Demand Caculator V2.1
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